
PrimeVapor E-Cigarettes Partners with Bongo
International for Worldwide Service

PrimeVapor E-Cigarettes

Leading e-cigarette manufacturer sells direct to the

consumers all over the world

PLEASANT PRAIRIE, WISCONSIN, USA, September 12,

2013 /EINPresswire.com/ -- PrimeVapor is pleased to

announce a partnership with Bongo International that

will permit the shipment of orders outside the United

States. 

“We have always known that PrimeVapor has a worldwide audience for its products and direct to

consumer pricing," said William Fischer, president of PrimeVapor. “Up to now, we felt we could

Now we have a logistics

partner that can satisfy

shipments all over the

world”

William Fischer

not offer the same high level of customer service that our

domestic customers enjoy outside the United States. Now

we have a logistics partner that can satisfy shipments all

over the world quickly and efficiently.”

PrimeVapor electronic cigarettes are the fastest growing

alternative to smoking that provides a true smoking

experience without the tars and other chemical byproducts

found in tobacco smoke. The PrimeVapor smokeless cigarette produces a vapor the looks, feels

and tastes like cigarette smoke but contains only three simple ingredients; a vapor solution,

flavoring and just the right amount of nicotine. Smokers can switch to these smokeless cigarettes

without any discomfort.

PrimeVapor has several new developments that make their vapor cigarette solution more

attractive than ever to those who wish to make the switch. 

The most important difference between PrimeVapor and other e-cigarette providers are their

exclusive flavors. These specially formulated vapor compounds are manufactured in the United

States under strict laboratory conditions using all natural vegetable glycerin, intense and exciting

food grade flavor extracts and a choice of nicotine strengths. Engineered to produce the most

vapor and best taste, the PrimeVapor flavors come in a wide variety to suite anyone’s taste.

PrimeVapor has developed their exclusive SmartCharge LED display that lets users know the

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.primevapor.com
http://www.primevapor.com/flavors
http://www.primevapor.com/chameleon-e-cigarette-battery-v2-white-automatic-99.html


state of their e-cigarette battery’s charge at a single glance. First featured in their high

performance Saturn 808 e-cigarette system, it is now available in their stealth Chameleon

battery.  Smaller and lighter than the Saturn 808, this battery will fit in pocket or purse easily.

About Primevapor.com:

PrimeVapor is a manufacturer and distributor of quality electronic cigarette supplies and

equipment.  They have developed an e-cigarette system that offers a smoker who wants an

alternative to traditional tobacco the ultimate smoking experience without the smoke, smell and

tar. You can buy e-cigarettes right on the site. 

More Vapor…Better Flavor…PrimeVapor

PrimeVapor can found on the Internet at http://www.primevapor.com

Press release courtesy of Online PR Media: http://bit.ly/14JWBe6
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/167352920
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